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Dear Parents/Carers 

Last week was very busy with the clubs starting up and visits on top of the 

normal timetable.  We were pleased to welcome some teachers from George 

White Junior and Blofield Primary, looking at “The Write Stuff” which is the 

method we use to teach writing.  They were very  impressed with the 

standard of the children’s work, their behaviours for learning, and the  

quality of teaching. In addition, our monitoring of Science in Year 3 saw the children produce 

some excellent work on the structure of a flower and be able to recall the knowledge taught 

really well—well done Year 3! 

A group of 12 Headteachers visited the school to look at the Trauma Informed Practice that is 

embedded at Lionwood Junior.  They commented on the calm, warm, friendly and    purpose-

ful  atmosphere and were impressed by the dedication of the staff to supporting the children 

in a wide variety of ways.  They met with me, Miss Herron and Mrs Sargeant, who is the 

Mental Health Lead for the school. 

We have made many improvements since 2019 and are seeing the benefits of these now that 

children and staff are in school for decent periods of time.  I am so proud of how the children 

have worked through the many challenges of the pandemic which has caused them to miss 

parts of their education as well as deal with the anxiety and issues around poor mental health. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact the school with any worries you may have and we will work 

hard to address them effectively. 

It has been great to start up the clubs this week—and all the teachers have enjoyed running 

them again. Now that the evenings are lighter, the children with permission in Year 4, 5 and 

6, can walk home alone after a club.   

Here is a donation of equipment for the Eco Club from 

Notcutts—many thanks to them for providing this—we look 

forward to seeing how the club transforms the raised beds!  

Maria Cornish and the Lionwood Team 

Monday 2nd May 2022 



                        Careers Days 

As mentioned in previous newsletters—we are putting on Careers Days for 

the Year 6’s later in the summer term. This is a chance to broaden their  

horizons by introducing them to the range of possibilities for work.  We   

really hope the children will enjoy the activities as well as being inspired! 

Thank you so much to the parents who have offered to video or speak in 

person about their jobs. We are so grateful that you have offered to give up 

your time. 

In addition, we are working with Primary Futures who are a charity who provide activities,           

resources and volunteers to inspire children to think about their own future in the world of work. 

https://www.primaryfutures.org/ 

Curriculum News 

Year 3 -  This week Year 3 have been writing their explanation text 'How to program an      

iRobot dog', using mechanical language, rhetorical questions, adjectives, adverbs and            

alliteration. In Maths, the children have been learning how to find fractions of a group of       

objects and equivalent fractions using the bar model and a fraction wall. Year 3 have also been 

learning how to bowl a ball in cricket and return a ball in tennis. On Friday afternoon, the      

children were practising mindfulness with Sarah Gale—a qualified Mindfulness Coach, which 

they will continue each Friday.  

Year 4 - In English this week they have been finishing their writing on Charlie discovering the 

golden   ticket and how this made him and his family feel. In Maths they have been looking at the 

properties of 2D shapes and their lines of symmetry. As Geographers they have been exploring   

directional language and how you use this to navigate using a map. In Computing they looked at 

how we can edit text. They have also been using forehand in tennis and bowling in cricket.  As    

Scientists they focused on the parts of the digestive system. 

Year 5 - This week in English, they have continued to write effective sentences 

for a balanced argument. The children have been debating how screen use affects 

children as well as gathering quotes to use in their writing. In Maths, they have 

been learning about types of angles such as; acute, obtuse, reflex and right angles. 

They have also been learning about measuring angles in degrees and using        

directional and rotational language. In Science, they've been learning about thermal conductors and insulators and 

have carried out an investigation using ice cubes and a variety of materials for insulation. In PE, they’ve looked at 

throwing and catching skills in cricket and how to accurately throw a ball. In Geography, they have started our topic 

all about mountains. They have identified the location of some of the major mountain ranges in the world and the 

countries which they are in. In PSHE, they are fortunate this term to have Mrs Gale ,who is a qualified mindfulness 

teacher, come in and do special lessons with each class to give the children a range of strategies to help them train 

their minds to increase their focus and reduce anxiety.  

Year 6 - This week, Year 6 have been working hard for their upcoming SATs. They have been studying arithmetic 

and reasoning papers and bringing together all of their junior school Maths learning. They 

have continued to break down comprehension papers and tackle more challenging questions. 

They have also been using marbles and plasticine to better understand the layers of the Earth. 

They have also been understanding the passive and active voice.  We are so proud of how 

mature our Year 6’s are and we would also like to thank our Year 6 team who are working so 

hard to get them ready for the challenges of high school while supporting them emotionally.  



JUST ONE NORFOLK  

Just One Norfolk is the site for parents 

that aims to have all of the services for 

children and young people in one place.  

It has just been re-vamped—its really 

worth a look! 

 

Go to: https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/ 

 

Here is a brochure that might be of some help—particularly to Year 6’s as they start high school: 

https://mcusercontent.com/d59bd9b5bcf63d9845647aa1f/files/7fdf5a51-a07d-8e48-5576-

6891c5ead9b9/MHAW_KOOTH_Digital_Brochure.pdf 

Mental Health Awareness Week 9th - 15th May 2022 

Mental Health Awareness Week is an opportunity for everyone to focus on achieving good mental health. The 
theme for this year's Mental Health Awareness Week is loneliness. Loneliness is something we can all             
experience from time to time, and it is different for everyone. 

Kooth – Online counselling for 11-25 year olds 

Kooth is the commissioned online counselling service for 11 – 25 yr olds 

in Norfolk & Waveney. 

Since it was launched, an increasing amount of young people have ac-

cessed the service, with very positive feedback so far.  

Kooth’s offer includes: 

A free, confidential, anonymous and safe way to receive support online. 

Out of hours’ availability. Counsellors are available from 12noon to 10pm on weekdays and 6pm to 10 pm at weekends, every 

day of the year on a drop in basis. 

Online Counselling from a professional team of BACP qualified counsellors is available via 1-1 chat sessions or messaging on a 

drop in basis or via booked sessions. 

Discussion Boards which are all pre-moderated allow young people to access peer to peer support. 

Online Magazine full of moderated articles many of which are submitted by young people offering advice and guidance on a 

huge range of topics. 

No referral required. Young people can register for Kooth independently at www.kooth.com 

To use the service or find out more visit www.kooth.com 

If you or anyone you know needs urgent mental 

health help ring 111 and choose  option 2. 


